A CONTRIBUTION TO COMBINATORIAL GEOMETRY
The aim of this paper is to prove the following theorem found in a study of reducibility of polynomials.
Theorem
1.
Assume that in the k-dimensional Euclidean space E we are given a set of m distinct points p^,...,p m , m^2k not all in one hyperplane and a (2k-m) dimensional subspace S Q . Then there exist points p r , p g such that P^P S || P^P U implies { r,s} = {t,u} and that P^s-|hS 0 . (,We assume the last relation by definition if 2k=m).
Proof.
The proof is by induction with respect to k. For k=1 the theorem is obvious. Assume it is true for the dimension k-1. Since p^,...,p m are not in one hypernlane, m>k and we may suppose without loss of generality that PPjj. The subspace H2 of H spanned by HQ and H^ is of dimension dg-^ dQ + d^.
If dQ + 2k-1-2, then by the inductive assumption there exist points Pr»Ps r<s<l such that PrPs-H' H 2 and P^PS|| P^PU (t<u«l) implies |r,sj = {t,ti}. Since it follows that P r P s -|l' 80.
Moreover, if t < 1 < u, then ¿¡PU|H and a fortiori P^PS, if l<t<u then P^PU || || H implies P^PU|| ^ and since P^Pg^P^Pu • If dQ + d^ 2k-1-1 then d<1 = m-1-1 and dQ = 2k -m, i.e. S1|| H and SQ || H.
Let now pri H, pge S^ be chosen so that PrPs tias the maximal possible length. Clearly p3JfH hence pZp_-H'S".Mor o r s 1 o reover p^tf p^ if
PtP/H or p^u c .Therefore p^pg || || PrPu, t<u implies that t^l^u.
If |t,u] ^ { r » s J ^e points Pr»Ps»Pt»Pu f Qrm a parallelogram and hence at least one of the segments PrPu» P-fcPs l°n6 er than PrPs against the choice of P_,P0. The proof is complete. P s Professor K. Leeb has remarked that the theorem is not valid for linear spaces over arbitrary fields: it fails already for the two-dimensional space over GP [2] .
The condition m«2k in the theorem cannot be relaxed l ysine e 2k+1 points in E : For k>1 there exists in E a set S of m=4k-2 points, not all in one hyperplane and no three of them collinear with the following property: for every line pq (p,q 6S) there is a line rs (r,seS) such that fs ^ pq and rs || pq.
Proof. (due to J.H.Conway). Put p = (0,0,...,1),
The points of S are not in one hyperplane since the points Pi +p Q ( 1 « i « 2k-2) span the hyperplane x^l and the points p^-p 0 (1 ^ i « 2k-2) span the hyperplane x^ -1. No three points of S are collinear; indeed if p,q,reS, ap+bq+cr=0, a+b+c=0 then also ap'+bq'+cr'=0, where p', q' r' are projections of p,q,r respectively on the hyperplane x k =0. It follows that either p=q'=r' which is impossible for distinct p,q,r or for a certain j<k and a suitable d ap', bq', cr' = dp 2;j-1' dp 2;i'
This together with a+b+c=0 implies ap,bq,cr = Spg.^ -fd^p^dp^ +d£ 2 p Q , 4d£ 3 p Q where +1 (i=1,2,3) and we get dp 2j-1 +dp 2o +d P 0 (£ l +£ 2 +^3 * =0 ' whence d=0, a=b=c=0.
In order to prove the last assertion of the theorem we assume p,qeS and set |r,s|=|-p,-qj ii q ^ -p. If q=-p we have either for a certain i =s 2k-2 { p,q}={p^ ± P 0>
+P o ] 0r |p,qj = |2p 0 , -2p 0 j. In the former case we set { r,sj = {p^ + + P Qf + 2p 0 ] in the latter case |r,sj = | P 1 +P Q , 1 P 1 -P 0 j. In any case rs / pq and rs || pq. For k=2 the value m=6 given in the theorem is not the least possible, since the set of vertices of a regular pentagon has the required property. Already for k=J the least possible value of ,m is unknown to the writer.
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